Distance Learning
UPDATES FROM OPEN SCHOOL EAST

AREAS OF FOCUS

ALONE...TOGETHER
Keep our students and
families feeling supported
and connected to school
through daily contact.

ENGAGEMENT
To measure student engagement, we
consider two way communication from
student or family including texts, phone calls,
video calls, email, and work submission.
Goal = 1x per day for all students
EVALUATING SUCCESS
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NO SENIORS
DISCONNECTED FROM
SCHOOL AMID
COVID-19 CRISIS
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Open School East has led the nation with a
robust distance learning program that was in
place by mid-March. According to a national
study of school districts, only 5% of schools
had a similar plan in place by March 28, and
only 44% had one by April 21.

80% OF SENIORS
GRADUATED!

DRIVEN BY DATA
Keeping a finger on the
pulse of what is working
and pivoting to serve
ALL students.

LEARNING NEVER STOPS
Providing all students with capacity
to engage in online learning by
providing tech, access to internet,
and quality curriculum online.

STUDENT STORY
Jonathan was on the path to disconnecting completely from school prior to COVID. When the
daunting challenges of online school hit, Jonathan was skeptical. During the school year he
formed tight bonds with several staff members at camp, including his Advocate Cesar. Though
he kept in contact with Cesar in the first weeks of quarantine, he rarely logged on to online
school and only turned in 4% of his work the first couple of weeks.
The High School Intervention Team identified Jonathan as a student needing additional
support, and increased staff outreach to him and his family, including navigating tech access.
Cesar began hosting daily virtual Advocate groups for the group to check-in with each other.
Although the Advocate groups were not required, Jonathan showed up to one the first week.
With consistent phone calls and texts from Cesar and the support of his Advocate group,
Jonathan’s engagement grew.
In week six, his work completion rate was
63% and in Week 8 was 93%. In the last virtual

assembly, Jonathan was recognized for having
the highest rate of make-up work turned in! By
focusing on community connection despite
distance, Jonathan felt empowered to learn
and connect to school in a new way

SUCCESSES AND LESSONS
To respond to our engagement data, we implemented the High School Student Intervention
Team to respond to student drops in engagement and created the Middle School virtual
study hall, which resulted in 110 late assignment submitted.

42%
57%
67%

students like working on
assignments at their own pace

students struggle to find
motivation during online learning

students say they miss their
friends, teachers and other staff

NOW MORE THAN EVER
RELATIONSHIPS ARE KEY TO
KEEPING STUDENTS CONNECTED

